NMi Gaming Brings Gaming Testing Expertise to ICE 2018
Company Exhibiting on Stand N4-122
Netherlands (25 January 2018) – NMi Gaming is bringing its gaming testing expertise to ICE 2018, where
the company’s experts will be on stand N4-122, presenting solutions for established markets as well as
emerging markets.
NMi Gaming will be keenly focused on emerging European markets such as Sweden and the Netherlands
and share how the company’s extensive work in the Czech Republic and in Colombia, Latin America over
the past 12 months has yet again raised the bar in testing and certification.
Leading NMi Gaming’s ICE exhibit is Managing Director Andrew Rosewarne. He said, “ICE marks the
beginning of a new year in the industry and a chance to reflect and look to the future. We have
experienced rocketing demand for our Information Security Services, and we have more than doubled the
size of our team of professionals, while also qualifying as a PCI ASV, a first for an accredited testing lab in
this market. We are excited to bring these services to our customers across Europe and beyond.”
Looking forward for 2018, at ICE NMi Gaming will discuss the emergence of Sweden and the Netherlands
and draft standards available to help its customers make an early move towards a full range of compliant
products, security and content.
About NMi Gaming
NMi Gaming is the globally reputed gaming compliance, testing and auditing lab with more than 40 years
of experience in the gaming industry, with a history of being first to market in regulated gambling
jurisdictions. Now part of the GLI group of companies, we have over 475 markets, offering clients
continued first class service with the added strength of GLI behind us.
We offer an established infrastructure worldwide with labs in the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Italy,
Spain, and Canada, as well as 16 GLI partner offices across the globe including North and South America,
Australia, Asia, and Africa.
NMi Gaming services include RNG, gaming system and game testing including VLT, lottery, iGaming,
mobile, social gaming, live dealer, retail and casino auditing, RTP monitoring, change management, ISO
security auditing, and PCI-ASV services across multiple jurisdictions simultaneously.
To find out more about compliant solutions for your business, email us at: sales@nmi-gaming.com or
visit www.nmi-gaming.com.
We look forward to hearing from you.
About Gaming Laboratories International
Gaming Laboratories International, LLC delivers the highest quality land-based, lottery and iGaming
testing and assessment services. GLI’s laboratory locations are found on six continents, and the company
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holds U.S. and international accreditations for compliance with ISO/IEC 17025, 17020, and 17065
standards for technical competence in the gaming, wagering and lottery industries. GLI also holds ISTBQ
certification. For more information, visit gaminglabs.com.
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